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ABSTRACT
In recent years, Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) has been proposed
as a solution to enhance the capabilities of user equipment (UE),
such as smartphones, tablets and laptops. However, offloading to
conventional Cloud introduces significant execution delays that are
inconvenient in case of near real-time applications. Mobile Edge
Computing (MEC) has been proposed as a solution to this problem.
MEC brings computational and storage resources closer to the UE,
enabling to offload near real-time applications from the UE while
meeting strict latency requirements. However, it is very difficult for
Edge providers to determine how many Edge nodes are required
to provide MEC services, in order to guarantee a high QoS and to
maximize their profit. In this paper, we investigate the static provisioning of Edge nodes on a area representing a cellular network
in order to guarantee the required QoS to the user without affecting providers’ profits. First, we design a model for MEC offloading
considering user satisfaction and provider’s costs. Then, we design
a simulation framework based on this model. Finally, we design a
multi-objective algorithm to identify a deployment solution that is
a trade-off between user satisfaction and provider profit. Results
show that our algorithm can guarantee a user satisfaction above
80%, with a profit for the provider of up 4 times their cost.
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INTRODUCTION

Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) attracted significant interest in
the scientific community as a technique to enhance mobile devices’
capabilities. MCC works by offloading computation from the UE
to remote Cloud resources. However, according to [7], MCC can
significantly increase the response time of mobile applications, because of the geographical distance between UE and Cloud resources.
Such latency can be a huge problem in case of applications with
near real-time requirements.
To this end, Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) has been proposed
as a solution. MEC relies on Edge infrastructures, that enhance
Cloud capabilities by using Edge nodes, geographically closer to
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the mobile devices. By offloading computation to Edge nodes, UE
is able to overcome high latency problems faced in MCC. This way,
they achieve the advantages of computation offloading without
affecting users’ satisfaction.
MEC has been described in [5]. There are several architectural
models for MEC described in literature, such as Small Cell Cloud
(SCC) [29], Mobile Micro Cloud (MMC) [45], Follow Me Cloud
(FMC) [44] and CONCERT [28]. However, in each one of the aforementioned architectural models, it is very difficult for Edge providers
to plan (1) the geographical locations where Edge nodes should be
deployed and (2) how many nodes are necessary to cover a given
area in order to guarantee a high level of user satisfaction. These
factors have a strong effect on providers’ profits. Typical methods
for Cloud provisioning [43] are not suitable for this task, as parameters such as geographical proximity to the user, that are of
paramount importance for Edge, are not considered in the Cloud
context. Therefore, it is necessary to provide a method to identify
a deployment plan for Edge nodes, providing the required QoS to
the users and maximize providers’ profit at the same time.
In this paper, we design a static provisioning method to find the
location and the number of Edge nodes in a MEC infrastructure.
The proposed methods aims at finding a trade-off solution between
users’ satisfaction and providers’ profit. First, we define models
for (1) user satisfaction, considering application response time and
user cost as parameters; (2) providers’ cost, considering electricity
costs for running a MEC infrastructure composed of geographically
distributed Cloud data centers and Edge nodes located in proximity
of the users. Afterwards, we define a simulation framework, based
on real-world traces of electricity prices and mobile workloads, to
evaluate different provisioning strategies for MEC. Then, we design
a multi-objective algorithm to identify a trade-off solution between
user satisfaction and providers’ cost. Finally, we evaluate our algorithm in comparison with other three provisioning strategies using
the proposed simulation framework.
This work focuses on SCC architecture for MEC, that is used
also in european projects like SESAME1 . Mobile applications are
simulated generating DAG application models and combined according to real-world usage data of mobile applications. Evaluation
employs Monte-Carlo simulation, that allows to accurately model
the variability of remote infrastructure.
Results show that our Multi-Objective algorithm can achieve
(1) a user satisfaction around 80% in a MEC scenario for different
pricing models and (2) a profit for the provider up to 4 times more
the providers’ energy costs, depending on (1) pricing model, (2)
user requirements and (3) the number of UE.
The paper is organized as follows: first, we provide a background
on MEC and SCC in Section 2. Then, we define the theoretical model
1 https://5g-ppp.eu/sesame/
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of our work in Section 3 and our offloading algorithms in Section 4.
In Section 5 we define our experimental setup, while in Section 6 we
present the results of our experiments. Related work is described
in Section 7 and our work is concluded in Section 8.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Mobile workload
A mobile workload is composed of an unbounded number of mobile
applications that are executed sequentially by mobile users. Mobile
applications are composed of different interdependent tasks, each
one with different requirements. Dependencies and task requirements can affect task offloading: for example, task could not be
offloaded since it needs specific devices, not available on the remote infrastructure (e.g. camera or GPS), or because task execution
depends on another task’s results [13].

2.2

Small Cell Cloud (SCC)

Vincenzo De Maio and Ivona Brandic
and distributed/hierarchical. Although the deployment of centralized SCM is easier, we also want to include into this module the
management of Cloud resources, as we show in Figure 1. For this
reason, having a single node managing both Edge and Cloud resources might result in a bottleneck for the whole architecture. For
this reason, we focus on distributed/hierarchical architecture for
this work. We consider then two types of SCM: the local SCM (LSCM), responsible for managing resources at the level of SCeNBs or
of clusters of SCeNBs, while the global SCM (G-SCM) is responsible
for resource management between different SCeNBs clusters and
different Cloud resources. In Figure 2 we present an overview of the
functioning of a L-SCM: first, it collects data about the structure of
the applications running on the UEs, as well as the requirements of
each task. At the same time, it collects from the SCeNBs it is managing data concerning (1) the current load of each Edge node and
(2) other environmental parameters, such as local electricity prices.
It also collects data from the SCC to prepare offloading of tasks
to other L-SCMs or to the Cloud, if necessary. From application
structure and requirements a new data structure, named mobile
workload, is generated. The mobile workload contains all the data
relative to the mobile applications that are executed in the SCeNBs
managed by the L-SCM. Using these data, the L-SCM computes
(1) the mobile workload scheduling, containing the scheduling of
single application tasks on UEs, Edge and Cloud nodes and (2) the
local cells management plan for its SCeNBs, containing infrastructure management instructions. In this work, we focus on the static
provisioning of Edge nodes. We determine the location of the nodes
and how many of them are needed to cover a given urban area. We
also simulate scheduling of mobile workload on the given MEC
infrastructure to evaluate the quality of the proposed provisioning.

Figure 1: SCC overview
Among different proposals for integrating Cloud/Edge capabilities into mobile network architecture [28, 29, 44, 45], we select a
Small Cell Cloud architecture (SCC), due to the higher maturity of
the standard and the number of research projects involving this
type of architectures, like SESAME2 . The envisioned SCC architecture is summarized in Figure 1. SCC is based on the concept
of Small Cell Radio Access Networks (RAN), used in many types
of modern cellular networks such as LTE, featuring short-range
(up to 2 kilometers) small cell base stations (SCeNBs). The main
reason for employing small cells is to boost the spectral efficiency
of modern cellular networks thanks to a shorter distance between
the user equipment and the base station. In SCC architecture, the
capabilities of SCeNBs are improved by adding Edge nodes. Such
nodes will be used to deliver Edge services to end users. To facilitate integration of computational resources in this context, a new
entity called Small Cell Manager (SCM) is introduced at each base
station. The SCM is responsible of managing the resources of the
SCeNBs, performing dynamic and elastic management within the
SCC. There are two different ways of deploying SCM: centralized
2 https://5g-ppp.eu/sesame/

Figure 2: L-SCM Overview

3 MODEL
3.1 Application model
First of all, we define mobile applications. Mobile applications are
software artifacts that can be executed by UE. An application A
is defined as a set of interdependent task represented by a DAG
(Directed Acyclic Graph), whose nodes are the tasks and edges
model dependencies between them. Namely,
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Definition 1. A = (TA , L A ), where TA is the set of tasks of
the application A and L A is the set of edges connecting the tasks in
TA .
def

For each task ti and edge li j we define the vector of the demand
def
d⃗(ti ) = ⟨SIZE(ti ), CPU(ti ), DATAin (ti ), DATAout (ti ), OL(ti )⟩,

(1)

respectively, the size of the task ti in millions of instruction, the
number of CPUs required by ti , the size of input/output data and
a boolean value defining whether the task can be offloaded or not.
Concerning edges, we define

Figure 3: 3 × 3 hexagonal grid with doubled coordinates.

distance between a UE and Edge node, we employ Equation 3.
d⃗(li j ) = ⟨l(li j ), b(li j )⟩
def

(2)

as, respectively, the maximum latency demand between the two
tasks ti and t j and the minimum bandwidth requirements between
ti and t j .

3.2

Workload model

After defining application, we introduce the concept of mobile workload. A mobile workload is a set of mobile applications {A0 , . . . , An }
that are executed sequentially. To execute sequentially two applications A0 and A1 we need to join the applications’ DAGs. To do
this, we employ the join operator ▷◁. The join A0 ▷◁ A1 gives a new
DAG A ′ = (TA0 ∪ TA1 , LA0 ∪ LA1 ∪ TA0 × TA1 ). The edges added
by the join operation are used only to preserve the execution order
and do not affect the normal application execution. Therefore, we
assume without loss of generality that
def
∀li j ∈ TA0 × TA1 , d⃗(li j ) = ⟨∞, 0⟩.

The join operator is associative and its neutral element is ∅.
Definition 2. A mobile workload for a user equipment ue, w (ue),
is defined as (1) a single application A or (2) the join of more application, formally:
• w (ue) = A;
def

• w (ue) = A0 ▷◁ A1 ▷◁ . . . ▷◁ An .
def

By the definition of w (ue) and the properties of ▷◁ follows that
the join of two workloads is also a workload.

3.3

Map model

In this section we define the map of the area where computational
and mobile nodes are distributed. Concerning the urban area, where
Edge nodes are distributed, we model it as a square hexagonal
grid, as done by many works in mobile cellular networks [20]. The
map M (n) is defined as a m × m, m, n ∈ N hexagonal grid. We
employ a doubled coordinates system to identify each cell in the
grid. Therefore, we define X coordinates as X = {x ∈ 2N : x < 2m},
and Y coordinates as Y = {y ∈ N : y < n} as in Figure 3. This
coordinate system allows to easily identify each cell using two
(x, y) coordinates. Each hexagonal cell models a SCeNBs in the
RAN. We assume for simplicity that there is at most one Edge node
per SCeNBs. UEs can access any Edge node in a number of hops
that is equal to the distance between two SCeNB. To calculate the

dist ((x 1 , y1 ), (x 2 , y2 )) = |x 1 − x 2 |+
|x 1 − x 2 | − |y1 − y2 |
). (3)
2
Concerning Cloud data centers, they are geographically distributed
around the globe and are reachable from the UEs by considering the
latency of the Internet between the UE’s location and the site of the
Cloud data center, loc(c i ). These values are defined in Section 5.
max(0,

3.4

Infrastructure model

The type of infrastructure that we define in this work is a Mobile
Edge Computing (MEC) infrastructure.
Definition 3. We define a MEC infrastructure as a set I =
{M I , NI , L I }, where M I is the map of the area where computational nodes are deployed, NI is the set of computational nodes and
L I the network connections between nodes.
NI is defined as {D I ∪ E I ∪ CI }, where D I is the set of User
Equipments (UE)s, E I the set of Edge nodes and CI the set of cloud
nodes. We define each uei ∈ D I as uei and its resources vector
⃗r (uei ) = ⟨CPU(uei ), MIPS(uei ), BATTERY(uei ), coords(uei ), w (uei )⟩,
where CPU(uei ) is the number of CPUs in the UE, MIPS(uei ) represents the millions of instruction per second that each CPU of
ue can execute, BATTERY(uei ) the energy available in UE’s battery,
coords(uei ) the coordinates of the UE on map M (n) and w (uei )
is the mobile workload of uei . Concerning Edge nodes, their main
characteristics are (1) a limited amount of resource compared to
the cloud nodes, and (2) geographical proximity to the user, in
this case, the UEs [7]. Therefore, we define the resource vector
def

⃗r (ei ) = ⟨CPU(ei ), MIPS(ei ), coords(ei ), pe (ei , . . . ), c e (ei , . . . )⟩ for
each ei ∈ E I , where CPU(ei ) is the number of CPUs available on the
nodes, MIPS(ei ) represents the millions of instruction per second
that each core in ei can execute, coords(ei ) the coordinates of the
Edge nodes on map M (m, n), pe (ei ) the price penalty for execution
on edge node ei (as defined in [31]) and c e the cost of electricity
source of Edge node. We define a Cloud node c i ∈ CI and its redef

source vector as ⃗r (c i ) = ⟨CPU(c i ), MIPS(c i ), pc (c i , . . . ), cc (c i , . . . ), loc(c i )⟩,
where CPU(c i ) is the number of cores available on the node, MIPS(c i )
is the million of instruction per second that c i can execute, p(c i )
is the pricing function for using Cloud resources on node c i (as
defined in [31]) and cc the cost of electricity source available on
the cloud node. Regarding L I , L I = NI × NI . For each link
li j ∈ L I we define the latency between ni and n j as l(ni , n j ),
def
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where l(ni , ni ) = 0, and the bandwidth of the link b(ni , n j ), where
bw(ni , ni ) = ∞.

3.5

UE Battery Lifetime Model

We define UE battery lifetime as the amount of energy left on ue
at a given time instant. Each time a new task ti is assigned to a ue,
the battery value is updated as in:
BATT ERY (ue, τ ) = BATTERY(ue, τ − 1) − Eue (ue, ti , τ ).

(4)

where Ed is the energy, defined as the integral of the instantaneous
power over time. Therefore, we define energy consumption on the
UE ue for task ti .
Eue (ue, ti ) =

Z τend (ti )

X

Pp (ti , τ )+

t i ∈∆(ue,τ )

0

X

+

Poff (ti , ∆(ti ), τ ) dτ .

(5)

t i :∆(t i ),ue

Where Pp (ue, τ ) is the instantaneous processing power draw on
mobile device ue at the instant τ , P off (ti , τ ) is the instantaneous
power draw for offloading task.
Mobile device energy consumption model. For energy consumption of mobile device, we employ the CPU model of by [3], described
by Equation 6:
Pp (ue, τ ) =

i <CPU(ue
X )

β freq (i, τ ) · Ucpu (ue, τ ) + β base ,

(6)

i=0

where β f r eq (i, τ ) is a constant dependent on the frequency of core
i at the instant τ , βbase is a hardware dependent constant and
Ucpu (ue, τ ) is the CPU utilization of device ue at the time τ , as
defined by Equation 7.
P
t i ∈∆(n) SIZE(ti , τ )
Ucpu (n, τ ) =
(7)
MIPS(n)
Energy consumption for offloading. With offloading, input of task
ti are transferred to node n j to be processed, and then output data
are downloaded back to UE. According to [4], energy consumption
of each network transfer is linear with time required by transfer
between two nodes. Transfer time depends on the bandwidth and
latency available on the link and if the node is an Edge or a Cloud
node. Therefore, we model it as in Equation 8,
Pof f (ti , n j , τ ) = ϵconn (n j ) · Unet (ti , n j , τ ) + Kconn (ni ),

(8)

where ϵconn (ni ) models the relationship between network utilization and instantaneous power, while Unet (ti , n j , τ ) is network utilization at time instant τ , namely
Unet (ti , n j , τ ) =

DATAnet (ti , τ )
,
b(ue, n j )

(9)

where DATAnet (ti , τ ) is the amount of data offloaded at time instant τ . Time for transmission between ue and n j is calculated as
DATAin,out
b(ue,n j ) +l(ue, n j ) ·dist (coords (ue), coords (n j )), while Kconn (ni )
represents a hardware related constant.

3.6

Deployment model

For the deployment we extend the definition in [31] to workloads.
A workload w (ue) is a DAG, generated by joining different applications, therefore same definitions for deployment of applications
can be applied here. Since edges define a precedence order between
tasks, deployment is performed in different time steps. Therefore,
we first define a partial workload deployment for the time instant
τ , ∆(w (ue), I, τ ). In each time step we schedule only ready tasks,
namely, the tasks ti ∈ Tw (ue ) such that δin (ti , τ ) = ∅. We define
as Tw (ue ) (τ ) the set of tasks in Tw (ue ) that are ready at time step
τ . We define the partial deployment of tasks Tw (ue ) (τ ) as a set
∆(w (ue), I, τ ) of pairs (ti , n j ), with ∆(w (ue), I, τ ) ⊆ Tw (ue ) (τ ) ×
NI , such that
(ti , n j ) ∈ ∆(w (ue), I, τ ) ⇐⇒ ti is deployed on node n j . (10)
Also, the partial deployment of mobile workloads in W, namely
def S
∆(W, I, τ ) = ue ∈DI ∆(W, I, τ ). It is possible to deploy more
tasks to the same computational node n j , as soon as ⃗r (ti ) ≤ ⃗r (n j ).
We define ∆(n j , τ ) as the set of tasks mapped to node n j at instant
τ , namely
ti ∈ ∆(n j , τ ) ⇐⇒ ∃j : (ti , n j ) ∈ ∆(n j , τ ).

(11)

We define a valid partial deployment for all workloads w (ue) ∈ W
on infrastructure I, ∆(W, I, τ ). A partial deployment is valid only
if (1) all the tasks are deployed only once on the infrastructure and
(2) all deployments of tasks on nodes satisfy the capacity constraints
of the nodes, namely:
Definition 4. A partial deployment ∆(W, I, τ ) of workload
w (ue) on infrastructure I is valid ⇐⇒
S
(1) n j ∈NI ∆(n j , τ ) ⊆ TW (τ );
(2) ∀(ti , n j ) ∈ ∆(W, I, τ ) OL(ti ) = FALSE =⇒ n j ∈ D I ;
(3) (ti , n j ) ∈ ∆(W, I, τ ) ⇐⇒
P|D |
(4) ∀uei ∈ D I , i=0I , Eue (ti ) ≤ BATTERY(uei )
P
(a) ti ∈∆(n j ,τ ) d⃗(ti ) ≤ ⃗r (ni );
S
(b) ti ∈∆(n j ,τ ) δin (ti , τ ) ⊆ δin (ni , τ );
S
(c) ti ∈∆(n j ,τ ) δout (ti , τ ) ⊆ δout (ni , τ );
(d) ∀(ni , n j ) ∈ δin (ti , τ ) l(ni , n j ) ≥ l(ni , n j ),
(ni , n j ) ∈ δin (ni , τ );
(e) ∀(ni , n j ) ∈ δout (ti , τ ) l(ni , n j ) ≥ l(ni , n j )
(ni , n j ) ∈ δout (ni , τ );
(f) ∀(ni , n j ) ∈ δin (ti , τ ) b(ni , n j ) ≤ b(ni , n j ),
(ni , n j ) ∈ δin (ni , τ );
(g) ∀(ni , n j ) ∈ δout (ti , τ ) b(ni , n j ) ≤ b(ni , n j
(ni , n j ) ∈ δout (ni , τ ).
Where (1) means that the set of all the tasks allocated to nodes
at time instant τ is embedded or equal to the set of nodes that are
ready at time instant τ ; (2) means that if a task ti is not offloadable
(OL(ti ) = false) it is allocated to a UE; (3) means that the energy
consumed for execution or offloading of each task cannot be higher
than the energu budget of each UE; (4) means that for each mapping (ti , n j ) all the capacity constraints of the computational nodes
are respected, in terms of CPU and storage (4.a), network connections (4.b,c) and latency and bandwidth of each link (4,e-g). With a
small abuse of notation, we define also that ∆(ti ) refers to the node
where task ti is deployed, namely ∆(ti ) = n j : ∃(ti , n j ) ∈ ∆(W, I).
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When task ti terminates its execution at a given instant τ (ti ), it
is removed from the DAG. At this point, we perform a partial
deployment of tasks in the set TW (τ (ti )). The set TW (τ (ti )) is obtained removing from L W all the edges in δout (ti , τ ) and adding
to TW (τ (ti )) all the tasks ti ∈ T W such that δin (ti , τ ) = ∅. Deployment is complete when TW = ∅. We define a complete deployment ∆(W, I, τ ) as the union of all partial deployments, namely
S
∆(W, I, τ ) = τ =[0,τend ] ∆(W, I, τ ), where τend is the time instant when all the tasks have been deployed.

3.7

Problem definition

In this section we define the optimization problem we want to solve
by extending the definition in [31]. Our goal is to find a deployment
for each mobile workload that (1) minimizes QoS violation, defined
according to different metrics, and (2) maximizes providers’ profit.
We employ the average QoS violation as indication of satisfaction
of user requirements. Also, we define the problem of increasing
providers’ profits as minimizing the operational costs of provider.
The problem definition can be found in in Equation 12. QoS violation
and Provider cost are defined respectively in Sections 3.7.1 and 3.7.4.
In Table 1 we summarize the notation used in this section.
min QoS_V (∆(W ∗ , I))



 min PC (∆(W, I))
(12)


∗
 With ∆(W , I)s.t .Definition 4
Notation

Description

∆(w (ue), I)
RT (∆(w (ue), I))

Deployment of w (ue) on infrastructure I.
Response time of deployment of workload
w (ue) on infrastructure I.
U C (∆(w (ue), I))
User cost for deployment.
rt (ti , n j )
Response time of task ti on node n j .
rtlocal (ti , ni )
Response time of task ti
excluding offloading time.
τ (ti )
Time instant when ti becomes ready.
OTup,down (ti , ue, n j ) Time for offloading/downloading task ti
from/to UE ue to/from node n j .
DATAin,out (ti )
Input/output data of task ti .
DI
Set of UEs in infrastructure I
EI
Set of Edge nodes in infrastructure I
CI
Set of Cloud nodes in infrastructure I
NI
Set of computational nodes in
infrastructure I, NI = D I ∪ E I ∪ CI
LI
Set of network links between nodes in NI .
M I (m, n)
Map of the urban area.
Table 1: Notation summary.

⃗ (ue) =
3.7.1 QoS Violation. We define the requirements for a UE qos
{r ∗ , c ∗ } as the QoS requirements for its workload execution, respectively for workload response time and user cost. We define the
average QoS violation for workload W as
X |qos
⃗ (ue) − O (∆(w (ue), I)|
1
QoS_V (∆(W, I)) =
|D I |
⃗ (ue)
qos
ue ∈ DI

(13)
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where
O (∆(w (ue), I)) = ⟨RT (∆(w (ue), I)), UC (∆(w (ue), I))⟩.

(14)

In the following sections we define RT (∆(w (ue), I)) (Section 3.7.2),
UC (∆(w (ue), I)) (Section 3.7.3).
3.7.2

Response time. The workload response time is defined as
RT (∆(W, I)) = τend (W ),

(15)

where τend is the time when TW = ∅. For each task ti , rt (ti ) depends on the response time of ti on a node ni , namely rtlocal (ti , ni ),
the time for offloading task ti to node ni , OTup (ue, ti , ni ) and the
time for downloading results of task execution, OTdown (ue, ti , ni ).
We define rtlocal (ti , ni ) as follows:
rtlocal (ti , ni ) =

SIZE(ti )
MIPS(ni )

(16)

Offloading time OTup depends on data transferred to ∆(ti ) and
bandwidth available between user equipment ue and ∆(ti ). Offloading ti requires transfer of input data DATAin (ti ). Then, OTup and
OTdown are defined as
OTup,down (ue, ti , n j ) =

DATAin,out
+ l(ue, n j )
b(ue, n j )
· dist (coords (ue), coords (n j )).

(17)

Finally, we define the response time of a task ti on node n j as
rt (ti , n j ) = τ (ti ) + OTup (ti , ue, n j ) + rtlocal (ti , n j )
+ OTdown (ti , ue, n j ),

(18)

where τ (ti ) is the instant at which the task ti is assigned to a node.
Clearly, if task is executed on a UE, rt (ti , ue) = rtlocal (ti , ue), as
b(ue, ue) = ∞ (See Section 3.4).
3.7.3 User cost model. Execution cost of each task ti depends on
(1) location of task deployments ∆(ti ), (2) task response time RT (ti )
and (3) task demands d⃗(ti ). The cost for deploying a workload W
is defined as the sum of the costs of execution of each task, as in
X
def
UC (∆(W, I)) =
cost (ti , ∆(ti )).
(19)
t i ∈TW

Typical pricing strategies used for Cloud are not applicable to the
Edge contexts [1, 2]. Therefore, cost model for execution of task ti
on a node n j is defined as follows:

(1) 0, n j ∈ D I



R r t (ti ,n j )




def  (2) τs t ar t (t i ) π (t i , τ , n j ) dτ , n j ∈ CI
cost (ti , n j ) = 
R r t (t ,n )
R r t (t ,n )


(3) τ i (tj ) π (ti , τ ) + τ i (tj ) pe (ti , τ , η),



s t ar t i
s t ar t i


n ∈E
I
 j
(20)
where case (1) means that no price is paid for execution on UE.
Otherwise, in case (2), if ti is offloaded to the Cloud, the user will
pay the instantaneous price required by the provider for using
resources required by task ti at instant τ , defined as
π (ti , τ , n j ) = pcor es (τ ,n j ) · CPU(ti )+
pstor aдe (τ , n j )(DATAin (ti ) + DATAout (ti )).

(21)
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If the task is offloaded on Edge, the user pays the price he/she
would pay on the Cloud, plus a price penalty pe . Such penalty is
added because execution on Edge increases the value perceived
by the user because of the reduced latency. Also, the additional
cost for deploying nodes in urban areas, in proximity of the user
forces providers to ask for a higher price. Therefore, this additional
pe should maximize both provider’s revenue and user satisfaction.
We also would like that such penalty is adjustable to the value
perceived by the user. Therefore, we define pe with an additional η
parameter that models if user prefers a lower latency or a cheaper
price. We define the pe (ti , τ , η) function in Equation 22 by slightly
modifying the model proposed in [31].
s
Tf (ti )
η · π (ti , τ , ∆(ti )) + Tf
,
(22)
pe (ti , τ , η) =
−
2
η
η · minn j ∈ EI RT (ti , n j )
P
P
l(ue,n )
l(ue,n )
1
where Tf = ni ∈ CI | C | i + CPU(n
− nk ∈ EI | E |k and η
i)
I
I
is a value between 0.01 and 1, where a value closer to 0.01 means
that user prefers to have lower latency, while a value closer to 1
indicates that user prefers price over latency. In [50] it is shown
that this function maximizes both providers’ revenue and users’
satisfaction, making it a possible pricing model for Edge.
3.7.4 Provider cost. In this section we define the costs for the
provider. Among the different MEC infrastructure management
costs, we consider only electricity cost of the infrastructure.
Energy model. Our energy model is inspired to the piecewise
model in [11]. Since we consider only CPU utilization, energy consumption of a MEC infrastructure I is defined as the integral of
instantaneous power of the computational node Pn over time τ :
Z RT (∆(W, I))
E (∆(W, I)) =
P I (τ ) dτ ,
(23)
0

The instantaneous power consumption of a MEC infrastructure I
is given by the sum of instantaneous power consumption of each
computational node in I, as defined in Equation 24.
X
P I (τ ) =
P (ni , t ),
(24)

and idle power consumption of node n j , and α (n j ) and β (n j ) are
the coefficients for low (i.e. ≤ T (n j )) and high (i.e. > T (n j )) CPU
load.
Energy cost. according to [46], costs for energy change over time,
depending on different factors such as temperature and fluctuations
of the local energy market. In this work, we assume that price
depends on the time instant τ and the location of the computational
node. Therefore, we first define instantaneous energy cost of a
single computational node as
EC (n j , τ ) = pener дy (loc(n j ), τ ) · P (n j , τ ).

(28)

Afterwards, by applying Equation 23, we can obtain the energy cost
of the whole execution of deployment ∆(W, I). Since providing a
pricing model for energy is outside the scope of this work, we simulate values of pener дy (loc(n j ), τ ) by reading real-world electricity
traces coming from different markets, as described in Section 5.

4

MULTI-OBJECTIVE ALGORITHM

Finding a infrastructure plan I given (1) a set of computational
nodes NI , (2) the links between each node LI and (3) the map
M (m, n) is an optimization problem with two objectives, as defined
in Equation 12. Since it is not possible to find a single solution that
minimizes provider costs and QoS Violation at the same time, we
want to choose our solution among a set of non-dominated solutions
called Pareto-set. Definitions of dominance and Pareto-set can be
found in [12, 18]. A Pareto-set can be found with multi-objective
meta-heuristics, such as MOPSO [23] and NSGA-II [12]. We focus
on on NSGA-II meta-heuristic, due to the better performance in
comparison with other meta-heuristics [48]. The pseudocode of our
method is described in Algorithm 1. The input for our algorithm
is the mobile workload, the available links between UE and other
computational nodes and the number and geographical positions of
Cloud nodes. The output is the number and the locations on the map
M I (m, n) of the Edge nodes in E I . Since this planning is performed
at the time MEC infrastructure is deployed, we focus on obtaining
a robust plan, rather than on the response time of the algorithm.
First, we perform several samplings of the infrastructure in parallel.

n i ∈ EI ∪CI

As defined in [11], instantaneous power consumption of a computational node is composed of a idle part, Pidl e , and a active part,
Pact ive . Therefore, power consumption of a single computational
node is defined as
P (n j , τ ) = Pidl e (n j , τ ) + Pact ive (n j , τ ),

(25)

While Pidl e is a hardware defined constant, we define the power
consumption of a computational node as in Equation 27.
P l (n j , τ ) =α (n j ) · Pr (n j ) · Ucpu (n j , τ )
def

(26)

Ph (n j , τ ) =γ (n j ) · Pr (n j ) + (1 − γ (n j )) · Pr (n j )·
def

· Ucpu (n j , τ );
(
Pl (n j , τ ), Ucpu (n j , τ ) ≤ T (n j );
P (n j , τ ) =
Ph (n j , τ ), otherwise.

(27)

where T (n j ) is the load at which the trend changes on node n j ,
Ucpu (n j , t ) is the CPU utilization as defined in Equation 7, Pr (n j ) =
Pmax (n j ) − P idle (n j ), where Pmax (n j ) and Pidle (n j ) are maximum

Algorithm 1 Monte-Carlo method
1: function FindPlan( W, NI , LI , MI )
2:
E∗ ← ∅
▷ the set of all Edge plans generated by the algorithm
3:
i ←0
4:
while i < I t er do
5:
LI ← sampl eQoS ( LI )
6:
NI ← sampl eU EPosit ion ( DI )
7:
E ∗ ← E ∗ ∪ MOPLAN(W, NI , LI , MI )
8:
nI t er ← nI t er + 1
9:
end while
10:
HE ← comput eH istoдr am ( E ∗ )
11:
HE ← f il t er (HE , thr )
▷ Remove if frequency < thr
12:
EI ← aPost er ior i Decision( EI )
13: return I = I ∪ EI
14: end function

In each sampling, we randomly generate (1) the number of cores
available on Cloud nodes and Edge nodes, (2) the QoS provided by
the links between each UE and the computational nodes and (3) the
coordinates of UEs in the map M I (m, n). After this, we generate a
set of solutions for the Edge nodes planning, that in the following
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iterations are combined using evolutionary operators, like crossover
and mutation, described in the following sections. At each iteration,
the fitness of each solution is evaluated and used to decide which
one will be kept for the future iterations. At the end of the iterations,
we compute ranking and crowding distance, as described in [12], to
identify the Pareto set. At the end of all the iterations, we calculate
the histogram of possible plans, by computing the frequency of each
solution contained in the Pareto-sets generated in each iteration.
Afterwards, we select the solutions with the higher frequency in
the histogram and perform a-posteriori decision making to select
our deployment. MOPLAN algorithm is described in Algorithm 2.
The parameters we employ are summarized in Table 2. In the next
sections, we describe each phase of the MOPLAN algorithm.
Parameter

Value

Population size
25
Parent selection
Binary tournament
Crossover operator
Uniform crossover
Crossover probability
0.9
Offspring
2
1
Mutation probability
m ·n
Max iterations
50
Table 2: NSGA-II parameters
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Algorithm 3 Generation of initial population
1: function generatePopulation(popul at ionSize, MI )
2:
E∗ ← ∅
3:
p, i, j, k ← 0
4:
for p < popul at ionSize do
5:
EI ← ∅
6:
for i < m do
7:
for j < n do
8:
if r and () < 0.5 then
9:
e k ← init Edдe N ode ()
10:
coor ds (e k ) ← (i, j )
11:
EI ← EI ∪ e k
12:
k ←k +1
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
end for
16:
E ∗ ← E ∗ ∪ EI
17:
end for
18: return E ∗
19: end function

Where RT(ti ) is the average running time
P of task ti calculated
n j ∈NI r tl oc al (ti ,n j )
over each node in NI , namely RT(ti ) =
, while
|N |
I

P

n ∈N OT (t ,ue, n j )

j
i
I
OT(ti ) is the average offloading time for task ti , OT(ti ) =
|NI |
The ranks for each task determine the order in which each node has
to be scheduled for execution. After this, each task is put in a priority queue and extracted according to the rank. Afterwards, each
task is scheduled according to the Earliest Finish Time, as in [42],
considering the nodes that respects constraints in Definition 11.

Algorithm 2 NSGA-II based planning of Edge nodes
Crossover. Two solutions (parents) in the population E ∗ are combined to generate two new ones (offspring). Parents are selected
using Binary Tournament Selection [6]. After selection, a random
number is generated: if it is greater than crossover probability,
the two parents are returned as offspring; otherwise, offspring are
generated by using a uniform crossover [40].

1: function MOPLAN( W, NI , LI )
2:
E0∗ ← дener at e P opul at ion (popul at ionSize, MI )
3:
evaluat e F it ness (W, NI ∪ E0∗ )
4:
nI t er ← 0
5:
while nI t er < max I t er do
∗
∗
6:
EnI
t e r, 0 ← cr ossover ( EnI t er , cr ossover P r obabil ity )
∗
∗
7:
EnI
←
mut
at
e
(
E
t e r, 1
nI t er, 0, mut at ionP r obabil ity )
∗
8:
evaluat e F it ness ( EnI
t er, 1 )
∗
∗
∗
9:
EnI
t e r ← sel ect ion( EnI t er, 0, EnI t er, 1 )
10:
nI t er ← nI t er + 1
11:
end while
∗
12: return EnI
ter
13: end function

Generation of initial population. First of all, we have to describe
how the initial population is generated. In this phase, we need to use
a very efficient algorithm, allowing us to use it all the time MOPLAN
is invoked, and also allowing to explore the whole search space. For
this reason we employ Algorithm 3. We generate populationSize
random setup of Edge nodes on the map. Initialization of Edge
nodes (line 9) depends on the specifications available for each Edge
nodes, as defined in Section 3.4.
Fitness evaluation. In order to evaluate the fitness of each plan,
we have to calculate QoS violation and Provider cost obtained
by scheduling workload W with the given plan. To do this, we
simulate scheduling of W by generating a topological sort of the
tasks in W using the rank function described by Equation 29.

 rt(ti ) if ti is the exit task.
rank (ti ) = 
 rt(ti ) + max
t j ∈δ out (t i ) (OT(tj ) + rank (t j ))


(29)

Mutation. Mutation operator works by changing the setting of a
cell in the map. First, it picks a random cell in the map: if there is no
Edge node in that cell, it adds to a node ek+1 to the solution. If there
is a node instead, it removes the node assigned to that cell from
the current solution. Mutation operator is applied with probability,
mp = m1·n , to ensure that in average one assignment of the map
M I (m, n) is modified.
Selection. The goal of this phase is to select the best solutions
inside the old population and the offspring generated in current
iteration. To do this, the best n solutions available in both populations are selected to be part of the new population, discarding the
others. Selection criteria are ranking and crowding distance [12].
A-posteriori decision making. Finally, we select one solution among
all the solutions in Pareto set. We select the solution who gives the
less cost for the provider. If there are two or more solution with
the same cost, we choose the one with the lower QoS violation.
Since this solution is selected among the Pareto set obtained by the
solution of the problem defined in Equation 12, it is going to be a
solution that minimizes the cost for the provider, but at the same
time is satisfactory for the user, being a non-dominated solution.

.
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Livelab Entry
DAG Probability
’com.facebook.Facebook’
Facebook
0.45
’com.apple.Maps’
Navigator 0.30
’com.mymobileapps.ichesseval’
Chess
0.10
’com.apple.mobileslideshow-Photos’ Facerec
0.10
’com.shavedham.pantiescannerlite’ Antivirus
0.05
Table 3: Probability distribution of each application according to their frequency in LiveLab traces.

Vincenzo De Maio and Ivona Brandic
Area name Extension (km 2 ) Number of UEs
Hernals
11.35
900
Leopoldstadt
19.27
2025
Simmering
23.23
3600
Table 4: Data about each area.

5.3

Geographical distribution

5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
5.1 Simulation framework
Evaluation is performed using simulation based on real-world
traces, due to unavailability of a MEC infrastructure at the time
we write. After evaluation of different simulators for Edge, like
iFogSim [21] and EdgeCloudSim [39], we decided to base our simulation on the extended version of FogTorchPi described in [31]. The
reason of this choice is that it provides validated models for both
mobile applications and Edge/Cloud infrastructure. We extend this
version by adding support for (1) mobile workloads based on realworld traces, (2) multiple user environment and (3) price model for
electricity based on US electricity market. The simulator is available
online (https://bitbucket.org/vindem/fogtorchpi-extended). The input for the simulator consists in real-world traces for mobile workload and the infrastructure setup, consisting of description computational nodes and network connections parameters. The simulation
covers one year of MEC infrastructure operations. Each simulation
is run 100 times, to ensure that the average value for each metric
falls in a confidence interval of 95%. Since many valid deployments
can be generated in each iteration, we store them in a histogram
and consider only the most frequent.

5.2

Mobile workload

In [31] there are different types of DAG simulating mobile applications, but it is not described how to use such DAGs to simulate
a real-world execution of a mobile application. To this end, we
employ the LiveLab mobile application usage traces [36], available
online3 . These traces collects data about usage of different mobile applications on iOS over 12 months from 25 undergraduate
users from Rice University, therefore are representative of the typical workload of a mobile user. Based on these data, we randomly
generate for each user traces of one year execution based on the
probabilities in Table 3. Where probability is calculated based on
the frequency of the selected application over all the entries of the
Livelab database. When we do not have an exact match between
the LiveLab entry and the DAGs in [31], we try to find the closest
match between the entry: for example, since we could not find an
Antivirus application in Livelab database, to calculate its frequency
we use another application that is used for scanning malware who
exhibits a similar functioning. Concerning the requirements of each
application, we generate them using the exponential distribution
with the parameters identified by [31].

3 http://livelab.recg.rice.edu/traces.html

Figure 4: Cloud data center locations
For simulation of geographic distribution we imagine three urban
areas of different size, selected among the neighborhoods in the
city of Vienna. Data about these areas are summarized in Table 4.
The embedding of SCC in the urban area is done by generating the
smallest square grid that is able to cover that area and considering
only the cells that are included in that area. The number of UEs
is calculated as 25 · AREA
2 , where 25 is the number of users per
cell that is used in LiveLab traces, AREA is the size of the area we
are considering in km 2 and 2 is the area of each SCeNB in km 2 , as
estimated in several works targeting SCC [1]. Concerning instead
the locations of Cloud data centers, we use the locations defined
in [30], that are shown in Figure 4. For electricity costs of Edge
nodes, we consider the prices for St. Ghislain, the closest to Vienna.

5.4

Computational nodes

We assume that CPU, RAM and storage specifications of Cloud
nodes, as well as UE specifications, do not change during each different run of the simulation. This is because in real world scenarios,
hardware configuration of computational nodes is rarely changing
during one single application execution. We assume that Edge nodes
have less capabilities than Cloud nodes in terms of cores, MIPS,
RAM and storage [7]. The hardware specifications and hardware
resources cost for each node are shown in Table 5. Concerning UE,
we need to consider also energy consumption for the calculation
of battery lifetime. We use the energy model defined in [31], with
the energy consumption coefficients specified by [4]. Concerning
energy consumption of computational nodes, we use data coming
from [11] for the Equations 25. Regarding energy prices, we use
traces available online from the U.S. electricity market, since they
provide us granularity on the level of 5 minutes. For non-U.S. locations, we use the same data, shifted accordingly to time zone, as
done also by [30]. Coefficients are summarized in Table 6.

5.5

Network infrastructure

Due to the unreliability of connections in MEC infrastructure (caused
by mobility, environmental factors and reduced availability of Edge
nodes), we need to accurately model the unreliable connections
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Coefficient Value
β freq
6.9320
β base 625.25e − 6
ϵ3д
0.025e − 6
n j CPU MIPS CPU MEM
K3д
3.5e − 6
∈ NI
cost cost
ϵwif i
0.007e − 6
c-* 64
15 0.03 0.01
Kwif i
5.9e − 6
e-* 16
15 0.03 0.01
α
5.29
ue-* 2
4
0
0
γ
0.68
Table 5: Hardware configuPidl e
501
ration.
Pmax
840
T (h)
0.12
Table 6: Energy coefficients
for Equations 6 and 8.

between UEs and Edge/Cloud nodes to perform an accurate simulation. The QoS provided by each link is modelled li ∈ L I as
a random variable r ′ (li ) = ⟨l(li ), b(li )⟩. By our assumption, each
node is reachable by the mobile device using two different types of
connections: 3G and WiFi. Which connection is available at a given
time is determined by a uniform random variable. If both are available during the execution, the faster between the two is selected.
For the QoS, we use the probability distribution of FogTorchPI [8]
which is summarized in Table 7. l = ∞ and b = 0 means that there
is no connection between the two computational nodes. For Cloud
offloading, also Internet transmission delay has to be considered,
that is estimated by [14] to be between 100 and 300 milliseconds.
Since we expect this value to be close to the average, we model it
as a Gaussian random variable with µ = 200 and σ = 33.5.
QoS profile
ConnectionAvailability LatencyBandwidth Probability
(ms)
(Mbps)
54
7.2
0.9957
3G
0.75
∞
0
0.043
15
32
0.9
WiFi
0.25
15
4
0.09
∞
0
0.01
Table 7: Network availability distribution.

6

EVALUATION

We define the two evaluation metrics used in this section, derived
from the objectives defined in Section 3.7. First, we define provider
profit as the difference between user and provider cost, namely
def UC (∆(W, I)) − PC (∆(W, I))
PP (∆(W, I)) =
.
(30)
PC (∆(W, I))
also, we define user satisfaction as the opposite of QoS violation,
U S (∆(W, I)) = 1 − QoS_V (∆(W, I)).
def

6.1

(31)

Results

The comparison is performed between our proposed method (MOPLAN) and three other methods, respectively (1) MCC, an approach
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where no Edge node is used. Offloading is performed only on Cloud
nodes; (2) ALLCELLS, where an Edge node is placed on each SCeNB
in the map; (3) RANDOM, where Edge nodes are placed using the
random algorithm described in Algorithm 3. From our theoretical
modeling in Section 3, the main parameters affecting user satisfaction are the workload runtime and the price of Cloud resources.
These parameters affect also providers’ profit, since users are willing to pay the cost of additional computational resources only if
this helps them in obtaining better performance. For this reason,
we perform an analysis of the user cost model (Section 6.1.1) and
of the runtime (Section 6.1.2). Both definitions can be found in
Sections 3.7.2 and Section 3.7.3. In all the following experiments,
provider profit is calculated according to Equation 30, while for
⃗ (ue) considered
user satisfaction we employ Equation 30. The qos
for calculation of user satisfaction is obtained by assigning to rt ∗
and uc ∗ respectively to the minimum value for runtime and user
cost among all the solutions obtained by the selected algorithms.
To simulate different amount of system load, we vary the number
of UEs for each of the selected areas as in Table 4.
6.1.1 Price model analysis. We evaluate the behavior of the proposed algorithms using different pricing models. The different
pricing is simulated by varying the η parameter described in Section 3.7.3. We vary it in the range {0.01, 0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0}, which
allows us to simulate a wide range of prices for Edge resources.
Since our focus is on the pricing model, we set the demand vector
of each user to ⟨∞, 0⟩, meaning that the user does not impose any
constraint on minimum latency and maximum bandwidth. Concerning results for provider profit (see Figures 5a-5c), we see that
our algorithm is able to reach a profit up to five times more in comparison to the electricity cost, according to the cost model selected.
The highest profit is reached when η = 0.01, to which however
corresponds the lowest degree of user satisfaction, due to the higher
prices for Edge resources. Also, we can observe significant losses
when using the other two algorithms, ALLCELLS and RANDOM.
In the first case this is because the algorithm overestimates the
number of Edge nodes that is necessary for the number of users,
while in the latter is because the position of Edge nodes is selected
randomly and therefore might not be able to provide geographical
proximity to users. This is even clearer when looking at Figure 7a,
where we see how many Edge nodes are selected by the algorithm
for each area. As we can see, regardless of the comparable number of Edge nodes deployed by MOPLAN and RANDOM, the user
satisfaction is significantly higher when employing MOPLAN algorithm, showing that the geographical proximity to the user is
more important than the number of Edge nodes used. Results for
User satisfaction are summarized in Figures 6a-6c. As we can see,
our Multi-Objective algorithm (MOP) is capable of achieving a user
satisfaction above 80% in most of the cases, sometimes getting very
close to the value obtained by the ALLCELL algorithm, that is the
one providing the highest quality of service, since it deploys Edge
nodes in each SCeNB in the map, without thinking about provider
costs for deployment. It must also be noted that MCC, the case
where no Edge node is deployed, has a user satisfaction always less
than 80%. This is because the additional latency required to reach
Cloud nodes significantly reduces the quality of service provided
to the users and therefore theirs satisfaction in using the service,
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Figure 5: Provider profit for different areas d = ⟨∞, 0⟩, η = {0.01, 0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0}.
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Figure 6: User satisfaction for different areas d = ⟨∞, 0⟩, η = {0.01, 0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0}.
showing the benefits of deploying Edge services in this context.
Also, according to our experiments, the best compromise between
user satisfaction and provider profit is η = 0.7.
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(a) Price model evaluation.
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(b) Response time evaluation.

Figure 7: Number of Edge nodes for both experiments
6.1.2 Response time evaluation. In this section, we perform an
evaluation of how user satisfaction and provider profits change
according to users’ requirements. To this end, in this experiment,
we simulate strict latency requirements for each mobile workload
by setting the latency requirement of each link to different values.
Requirements are generated using an exponential distribution with
λ = {500, 1000, 1500, 2000}ms. These values were selected in order
to simulate different latency requirements typical of Edge applications. Bandwidth is set to 0.1 Mbps. Concerning price model, we
set η = 0.7, as in our Section 6.1.1 seems to be the best choice both
for user satisfaction and for provider profit. Results for user satisfaction are summarized in Figures 9a-9c, while results for provider
profit can be found in Figures 8a-8c. We do not show results for
MCC in this case, since for the latency requirements settings it was

impossible to find a valid deployment in all the cases. As we see,
MOPLAN clearly outperforms the other two algorithms in terms of
providers’ profit, getting close to achieve a profit of almost 3 times
more the electricity cost. Concerning user satisfaction, we see that
MOPLAN gets really close to the best result, obtained by ALLCELL,
with an average difference of 10% from it. However, as we see from
Figure 7b, where we show the number of Edge nodes used by each
algorithm, this is achieved through a strong overprovisioning of
the infrastructure, with a negative effects on profit. It is also of note
that the average number of Edge nodes required by each algorithm
is slightly higher in comparison with the previous experiment: this
is because the stronger latency requirements need a higher number
of nodes in proximity to the UE to be satisfied.

7

RELATED WORK

MEC is described as a key technology towards 5G by [25] and it
is of great interest for scenarios like IoT [34]. In [32], a dynamic
offloading scheme for MEC has been proposed, but focused on
energy-harvesting devices. Works like [9, 26] focus on MCC, and
more on the side of offloading than on provisioning. Other works
discuss proposals of MEC architectures, such as Small Cell Cloud
(SCC) [29], Mobile Micro Cloud (MMC) [45], Follow Me Cloud
(FMC) [44] and CONCERT [28]. In this work, we focus on SCC.
Multicell MEC has been discussed in works like [35], from the
point of view of computational and radio resources optimization.
Concerning computation offloading in the context of MEC, works
like [32, 33] investigate partial offloading of single applications,
while works like [15, 41, 49] analyze the benefits of offloading for
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Figure 8: Provider profit for different areas, d = ⟨{500, 1000, 1500, 2000}, 0.1⟩, η = 0.7
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Figure 9: User satisfaction for different areas, d = ⟨{500, 1000, 1500, 2000}, 0.1⟩, η = 0.7
real-world mobile applications, such as augmented reality, accelerated web browsing and speech recognition, respectively. Regarding
provisioning, there are several works for provisioning in Cloud [22],
but very few focus on MCC. In [27], a multi-objective provisioning
approach for UltraScale systems is discussed. Concerning Edge
computing, works like [16, 38] focus on resource provisioning and
management for IoT services, while in [37, 47] author focus on
provisioning considering only QoS as an objective. Workload models have been used by works like [17] for evaluation of resource
management systems.

8

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The main contributions of this paper are the following: first, we
describe our vision of MEC in a SCC scenario. Then, we design
a model for MEC in SCC by extending the work in [31] to consider multiple users, geographically distributed data centers and
provider profits. After, we design a multi-objective algorithm based
on NSGA-II metaheuristic to identify a Pareto-front solution between user satisfaction and providers’ profit. Then, we evaluate
the proposed solution using Monte-Carlo simulations based on
real workload traces from LiveLab [36] and real prices from electricity market. Our results show that our algorithm on MEC can
ensure a user satisfaction of above 80% and a profit up to 4 times
providers’ electricity cost. As future work, we plan to extend this
work by considering different MEC systems, such as Mobile Micro
Cloud (MCC) [45], Follow Me Cloud (FMC) [44] and CONCERT [28].
Also, in the current work we did not consider mobility of UEs. We
would like to extend it by including mobility models for wireless
networks, as in [19], or also for vehicular ad hoc networks [24].

Also, to improve accuracy of our simulations, we will investigate
different types of simulation frameworks, such as agent-based simulations [10]. Finally, at the current state, our algorithm is used only
for planning the number of Edge nodes required for a given area
and the physical location for each node. In the future, we plan to
extend it to make it capable of dynamically change the state of the
Edge (e.g. shutting down nodes to save energy, perform migration
for resilience reasons) according to load conditions and different
user requirements.
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